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PREFACE

This report is the result of the initiative of Walda

Engelbrecht, Cooperative Extension Agent in the Home Eco-

nomics Division of the Chenango County Cooperative Extension.

It is a descriptive report relating to the fee practices for

leader training and teaching of special interest classes con-

ducted by the 52 home economics divisions in New York State.

The report should provide the basis for a thorough con-

sideration by the divisions as well as the extension adminis-

trators and supervisors in the College of Home Economics of fee

policy and practice for the services rendered by the divisional

staffs in the counties.

The Office of Extension Studies welcomed the opportunity

to process the data of the divisional survey and write the report

based thereon. It is hoped that other agents will lye stimu-

lated to make investigations of divisional policies and prac-

tices. If interests of this kind should develop, the Office

would recommend that the agents consult with the Studies staff

on all aspects of the survey before it is initiated. This

joint consultation should result in more effective management

of data collection and processing and in the preparation of a

report.
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FEES FOR HOMB ECONOMICS LEADER TRAINING

AND TEACHING OF SPECIAL INTEREST owuPs.

County Home Economics .Divisions
New York Cooperative Extension'

I. Introduction

Summary of Findinss

A. TIIIMPALE5ILYIE

1. To determine the fee practices of the county home

economics divisions with regard to leader training

and teaching of special interesi groups.

B. Returns

1. Completed questionnaires were received from 52 home

economics divisions. Thiee 'of fhese divisions serve

two counties each.
1

11, I.214.212.1112.1.E.4.tatIg.

A. Policy on fees
I:t

1. Of 52 divisions reporting, 23, or 44 percent, had a

policy for charging leader training fees.

2. Twenty-four of ihe 29 divisions haying no policy

gave eight.classes of:reasons for not having a pol -

icy.

1
Since three divisions serve cwo couhties each, the unit of
analysis used throughout most okthe study is division rather
than county. Each of theSe paies of tounties Was treated 48
one division. In a few instances the agents who responded to
the questionnaire served as the unit of analysis.

1
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B. Fees charged

1. The 23 divisions having a fee policy fell into two

classes, i.e., those charging a fee per leader and

those charging a fee per group (club).

2. There was considerable variation in amount of fixed

fees charged by the 23 divisions having a policy.

3. The modal fee for the per leader class of divisions

was cost of materials--no set fee, for the per group

class, it was $1.00.

C. Number of years have charged fees

1. Mast (20) of the 23 divisions with a poli4 have

been charging a fce for a year.

Collection of fees

1. Two principal methods have been used: 1) at the

door and 2) by mail prior to class.

E. By whom fees paid

1. Nine divisions reported fees paid by the group (club),

eight either group or individual, and six did not knaw.

F. Length of leader trainin classes for which fees are

charged

1. Two-hour classes predominated with a range from one

hour to four hours.

G. Attendance at leadershiptraining classes since fees

have been charged

1. Of the 23 divisions mith a poncy, nine, or 39 per-

cent, indicated an attendance decline since the pol-

icy was initiated.

2. None of the nine attributed the decline directly to

the charging of fees.
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III. Special Interest Classes

A. policy on fee charges

1. Of the 52 divisions9 39, cr 75 percent, had a pol-

icy on fees for special interest classes, and 10

of the 13 which had no policy tad some kinds of

charges for these classes.

B. Fixed fees

1. Of the 44

cent, had

divisions reporting, only five, or 11 per-

a fixed fee for special ivterest classes.
1

2. 02 the five divigions having fixed fees, two charged

50 cents per person per lesson and three $1.00.
2

C. Variations in non-fixed fees

1. Same 17 different answers were given by the 37 divi-

sions reporting.

2. The major considerations involved in determination

of these fees were: 1) cost of materials or sup-

plies (22 mentions) and 2) number of lessons (10

mentions).

D. Number of years have charged fees

1. Of the 42 divisions reporting and charging fees,

16, or 38 percent, had charged them for one year

or less and another 10, or 24 percent, for only

1
One division having a policy on fees and seven having no pol-

icy gave information on this question.

2While not clearly stated, it is believed that the definition

of the $1.00 fee was per Rerson per lesson. One of the two
divisions which charged 50 cents per person per lesson had this

charge for members of the home economics division and $1.00 for

nonmeMbers.
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two years.
1

E. Collection of fees

1. Of the 42 divisions reporting, 36 percent collect

their fees for special interest classes by mail

prior to the class, 31 percent collect at the.door,

26 percent either by mail or at the door, and seven

percent use some other procedure.
1

Length of special interest classes for which fens have

been charged

1. The length of the special interest classes for which

fees have been charged has varied greatly from one

hour to a whole day.

2. Two-hour classes were the ones most frequently re-

ported.
2

G. Attendance of pre-registrants at special interest classes
since fees have been charged

1. Of the 39 divisions reporting, 49 percent indicated

that the attendance of pre-registrants was higher

than before fees were charged, 26 percent thought

it was about the same, five percent thought it lower,

and 20 percent either did not know or said it was

too soon to tell.
3

'No response was obtained from 10 of the 52 divisions because

the respondents apparently did not consider the question applied.

2No response was obtained from 10 of the 52 divisions because

the respondents apparently did not consider question applied.

An additional division appeared to have overlooked the question.

3
No response was obtained from 10 of the 52 divisions because

the respondents apparently did not consider question applied.

Another.three gave no information.
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H. A.F..niotunarding value Jf fees for attendance
at s ecial interest classes

1. Of the 30 agents who nxpressed an opinion, 22, or

73 percent, thought fees had a positive value'for

attendance.
1

I. Agents' opinions_regarding influence of fees on atten-

dance at a series of lessons

1. Of the 36 agents who expressed an opinion, 25, or

69 percent, thought that fees had influenced con-

tinued atteidiftwe for setial lessons.2

J. A ents' o.inions re ardin effect of fees on ima e of

extension classes

1. Of the 39 agents who expressed au opinion, 20, or
. ,

51 perenic'thought charging fees had iMproved the

image of extension classes, whereas only 8, or 21

percent, thought charging fees had not improved the

image.
3

K. gmllinp22221 members about fees for gpecial interest
classes

1. Ninety percent a 40 divisions reporting indicated

no complaints.
4

liqo response was obtained from 10 of the 52 agent respondents
because they apparently did not consider question applied, and

12 gave no information.

2
Two divisions had no series, four agents gave no information,
and 10 did not answer question, apparently because it was not
considered applicable.

3No response was obtained from 10 of the 52 agent respondents
because they apparently did not consider question applied, and

an additional three gave no information.

4
Two divisions did not charge members fees, and for 10 divisions
the respondents evidently considered the question not appli-
cable and hence gave no answer.
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Observations About Findtam

1. A nuMber of the home economics divisions have developed

fee policies for leak;_lr training. Other divisions may

want to give consideration to the matter. Perhaps this

is a topic to be considered at regional and state meetings

of divisional leaders with consideration being given to the

need for both uniformity and diversity.

2. A good majority of the divisions have policies regarding

fees for teaching special interest classes. Those divisions

which have no policy r-57 want to learn from those that have

the advantages or disadvantages of such a policy. Perhaps

this is another topic to be considered at regional and .

state meetings of divisional leaders with 'consideration'

being gr.sn to the ned for both uniformity and diversity.

3. The facts of this report should provide a basis for the

discussion of both kinds of fees by divisional leaders.

Administrators and supervisors of the home economics divi-

sion at the college should acquaint themselves with the

situation as described in this report and consider what

position they may wish to take, or what advice to give,

with regard to ffles for leader training and teaching spe-

cial interest classes.



PEFS FOR HOME ECONOMICS LEADER TRAINING

AND TEACHING OF SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

County Home Economics Divisions
.New York Cooperattve Extension

Introduction

This study was initiated by Walda Engelbrecht, Cooperative

Extension Agent in Chenango County, and was undertaken to pro-
f,.

vide
9a

basis for policy determination in her county regarding
..r12.

charging fees for leader training and the teaching of special

interest groups. Miss Engelbrecht prepared a two page ques-

tionnaire which was sent to the leader of the Home Economics

Division in each county in the state. The questionnaire sought

to obtain from the agents the practice and experience of their

divisions with respect to fees for leader training and for

teaching special interest groups. At the suggestion of Lucinda

Noble, Associate Director of Extension, the Office of Extension

Studies offered to process the data and prepare a report based

thereon. After making a final effort to obtain questionnaires

from 4iyhficana1 leaders who had not respcnded, Miss Engelbrecht

transmitted all of the questionnaires which she had received to

the Office of Extension Studies.

In view of the decision which the Home Economics Division

made in 1967 to withdraw from its role of actively sponsoring

unit organizations, it is appropriate for the home economics

agents to be concerned with the formulation of policy with re.

spect to their role in home economics leadership training whiah

includes women associated with the study groups that have evolved

from the former units or with study groups other than these. It

is also timely for considerilg policy with regard to servicing

an increasind number of special interest groups concerned'wfth

home economics education.

An important aspect of this concern has been the payment

of fees for training and teaching. It is with this specific

intereiit that.this repoit deals.

7
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Extent of Returns

Questionnaires were received from all 52 Home Economics

Divisions in the state. Three of these divisions serve two

counties each.
1

One of the state's 56 counties has no Home

Economics Division.

Leadership Training
.

Policy on Fees

Of du: 52 divisions reporting, 23, or 44 percent, indicated

that there was a policy for charging fees for leader training

(Table 1). Thu's, almost half of the divisions had some kind

of policy that involved charginglees for leader training. One

division that no longer has sUch a policy had discontinued it

in February, 1968.

Table 1

Number and Percentage Distribution of Divisions
According..to Whether or Not Division Has Policy for

Charging Fees for Leader Training: Spring, 1968

Policy on fees
for leader Divisions

training Number Percent

Yes 23a 44

b
29No 56

Total 52 10')

a
One division charged $1.00 for non-members only. Another

division held all classes as combination leader training

and apecial.interst program workshops.

One division which discontinued its fee policy in Febru-

ary, 1968 had charged $1.00. Five divisions charged.for

various materials, charge bulletins, and kits; another

had charged for one specific bulletin. Two divisions had

held no leader training classes. Two divisions indicated

that they may charge fees in the future.

1Since three divisions serve two counties each, the unit of anal-

ysis used throughout most of the study is division rather than

county. Each of these pairs of counties was treated as one divi-

sion. In a few instances the agents who responded to the ques-

tionnaire served as the unit of analysis.
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A variety of reasons for not having a fee policy were given

by 24 of the 29 divisions not having such a policy. The reasons

given were classified under the following categories:

No. of
divisions

1. Membership or enrollment fee gives women
the privilege of attedding leader training 4

2. No definite policy but charge-depending on
amount and type of material distributed 4

3. No policy made since reorganization;

have not decided on fee in order to allow
for transition period for former units 4

4. Have not found it necessary 4

5. Have wanted to encourage people to come--
not keep them away, since it should be made
available to all groups 3

6. Leaders spend time and effort to take
training and help with teaching so they
should not be expected to pay 2

7. No leader training classes conducted
this year 2

8. Tried charging $1.00 enrollmant fee, but it
caused a drop in attendance so was discontinued 1

It would be difficult to challenge most of the reasons for

not having a fee policy. It is possible that the four divisions

which fail in category 3 may, after further lapse of time for

the members of former units to adjust to the new situation,

adopt some kind of fee policy.

Fees Charged

There were two classes of divisions according to types of

fees charged for leader training, i.e., a per group (club) fee

which permitted more than one person per group to attend and an

individual fee. Of the 23 divisions having a fee policy, 10

.had per club fees and 13 a per leader fee. The distribution of

the divisions according to fees for each of these two categories

is given in Table 2.
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Table 2

Number and Percentage Distribution of Divisions
'Ha#1ng a Fee Policy According to-Fees Chargdd

For Leader Training per Leader and per Group

DivisiOnS
Number Percent

Per Per Per Per

Fees dharged leader group_ leader 22:212.

.50

1.00

1

5

...
c

6

8

38

JEW IMMINO

60

2.00 la ld 8 10

5.00 ... 1 --- 10

Cost of materials--
no set fee 6

b
2e 46 20

Total 13 10 100 100

aA charge of $5.00 was made for more than three projects

and a charge of $10.00 for second leader.

bOne division charged half price for more than one leader;

one division chr2ged on a per leader basis if extra lead-

ers got materials, and another charged 50 cents to $1.50-

for mambers and $1.00 to $2.00 for non-members.

cOne division charged $1.00 if only one packet of materials

was taken, and another indicated only one leader was al-

lowed per club. This division also charged for cost of

charge bulletins.

dDivision permitted two leaders per group.

e
One division had an extra charge for an extra set of ma-

terials and also based charge on nuMber of classes in se-

ries.

Of the 23 divisions which had a fee policy for leader train-

ing, 15, or 65 percent, had one set fee charge with eight, or 35

percent, having no fixed charge. There was considerable varia-

tion in amount of fees which, as the footnotes to Table 2 indi-

eate, involved a number of special considerations. The modal
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fee for the per leader class of divisions was dost of materials--

no set fee; for the per group class it was $1.00.

Number of Years Have:niallad Fees

According to Table", most (20, or 87 percent) of the 23

divisions with a policy have been charging a fee for a year.

Only two divisions reported having fees for five or more years.

Table 3

Number and Percentage Distribution of Divisions

Having a Fee Policy According to Number of Years
Fee Has Been Charged for Leader Training

Number Divisions'
of years, Number Percent

a1 yeac 20 87

1- 4

1 4'

1 4

5 yea&
Many ye'ars

Don't know

Total 23 99
b

a
Includes two

1.5 years.

b
Does not add

Collection of Fees

who specified this year and one whO said

to 100 because of rounding.

Two.principal methods have beenused for collecting fees,

i.e., 1) at the door (nine), and 2) by nail prior to class

(eight), with a few (three) using both methods (Table 4).

By WhomFees Paid

Nine of the division, reported that the group (club) from

which the leader came paid the training fee, eight reported that

either the group or the individual paid, and six had no idea as

to who paid (Table 5).
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Table 4 .

Number and Percentage Distribution of Divisions

Having a Fee Policy According to Method

OE Handling Collection of Fees

Mathod of handling
collection of fees

Divisions
Number Percent

At door 9 39

By mail prior to class 8 35

At door and by mail 3 13

By mail and other 2
a

9
b

Other 1 4
=1161. .01

Total 23 100

a
One division also collected at meeting from individuals

who had not enrolled by-mail,.since-some come as a fe-

sult of newspapet promotion. In the other division,

clubs paid in June when enrolled for year or by mail

before training school if they had added program. No

refunds were given but enrollment could be transferred

to another project if leader missed training school.

bCollected at meeting--passed an envelope with the roll

sheet and had each mark paid and make own change.

Table 5

Number nnd Percentage Distribution of Divisions

Having a Pee Policy According to WhoTays the-Fee

By whom Divisions
Number Percent

The club 9 39

Mixed (either leader or club) 8 35

No idea (don't know) 6 26

Total 23 100



Length of Leader Training Classes for Which Fees Are Char:ed

Two-hour classes predominated (Table 6). However, the

length of training sessions varied considerably with a range

from one hour to four hours.

Table 6

Number and Percentage Distribution of Divisions
Having a Fee Policy According to Length

Of Leader Training Classes

Length of leadera
training classes

Divisions
Number Percent

1 - 1.5 hours 1 4
1.5 - 2 hours 3 13
1.5 - 4 hours 1 4
2 hours 9 39
2 - 3 hours 3 13
2 - 4 hours 1 4
2.5 hours 1 4
3 hours 2 9

4 hours 2 9

Total 23 99
b

a

13

The overlapping of the limits of what appear to be
class limits is due to the manner in which the length
of classes was reported. Actually the designations
of length of classes were frequently the ranges of time
for which different classes had been conducted.

b
Does not add to 100 because of rounding.

Attendance at Leadership Training Classes Since Fees Have Been

.g.21.7124

Of the 23 divisions which had a fee policy for leader

training, nine, or 39 percent, indicated that attendance had

declined in leadership training classes since the fee policy
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was inaugurated. I
The, reasons given by the nine divisions for

.1110,00.0.. *en

the decline in attendance were:

Number of
divisions

Decline due to reorganization of
program and loss of units 5

Decline due to change in program
emphasis 2

Attendance had been dedlining 2

Total 9

Thus,. actually no division attributed the decline in attendance

directly to the charging of a fee. It is diffAcult to know
;

whether or not the decline due to change insirogram was identi-

cal with the decline due to reorganization of pidgtam and loss

of units, the reason for decline in attendance,given by the

largest number (five) of the divisions. However, it is not un-

likely that both reasons were closely associatedixith discon-

tinuing organizational ties with units. The emilatation that

attendance had been declining might very well have placed the

two divisions giving this reason in the category of no decline

since fees had been charged. Evidently the agents reporting

for these two divisions saw some relationship of fees to a con-

tinuation of a decline in attendance that had already begun.

Si,ecial Interest Classes

Policy on Fee Charges

Of the 52 divisions, 39, or 75 percent, had a policy on fees

10f the 14 divisions which indicate'd no decline in atteniance
since fees were inaugurated, one reported that attendance at

leader training meetings had declined steadily prior to fees,
and another that attendance had declined because of change-
over from units.
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for special interest classes (Table 7). Ten of the 13 divisions

which had no policy indicated some kinds of charges were made in

connection with special interest classes (See footnote b, Table

7),

Table 7

Number and Percentage Distribution of Divisions
According to Whether or Not Division Has

Policy for Charging Fees for Special Interest, Classes

Policy on fees
for special Divisions

interest classes Number Percent

Yes 39a 75

No 13
b

25

Total 52 100

a
One division charged fee for non-members who are then consid-
ered members.

No policy but charges or plaxalto charge:. Five divisions

had no policy but did have certain charges; one division
charged only nominal fees but did not indicate whether or not

had a policy; one division charged $1.00 from September, 1967
to February, 1968, but dropped plan in February, 1968; one
division charged for materials and charge bulletins (this
division has had a fee of $8.50 each for its reupholstering
and tailoring classes); one division plans to chareefeesT
one division may hcive a charge depending on material-used;

and one division provides teaching materials free to leaders
but charges class members two cents a page for mimeographs.

Fixed Fees

Of the 44 divisions reporting, only five, or 11 percent,

had a fixed fee for special interest classes, while 39, or 89

percent, had no set fee (Table 8). Of the five divisions which
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had fixed fees, two charged 50 cents per person per lesson
1

and

three $1.00.
2

Table 8

NuMber and Percentage Distribution of Divisions

According to Whether or Not One Set Fee Is Charged

For Special Interest Classes

One set Divisions

fee charged Number Percent

Yes 5 11

No

Total

39 89.
44a 100

a
One division having a policy on fees and seven having

no policy gave no information on this question.

Variations in Non-fixed Fees

Some 17 different answers were given by the 37 divisions

reporting on variances in non-fixed fees. The considerations

1
One of these divisions charged 50 cents per member per lesson

and $1.00 for non-members.

2While not always clearly stated, it is believed that the defi-

nition of the $1.00 fee was 2____p____j_erip____sr2E___;onererso.
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for determining fees which appeared in these answers were:

Considerations Number of mentions

Cost of materials or supplies
(bulletins, leaflets, etc.)

Number of lessons

Pay of teacher (usually a county

(N037)

22

10

leader) 6

Total cost of class 5

Rental of space 4

Length of lesson 3

Charge.fdr unusual classes, i.e.,
tailorifig, clothing, uphol-

stering 2

Cost of promotion 2

Type of lesson 2

Ability of enrollee.to pay 1

Number in class 1

Time required to teach 1

Number of Years Have Charged Fees

Almost two fifths (38 percent) of the 42 divisions reporting

had charged fees for special classes for one year or less, and

almost another one fourth (24 percent) for only two years (Table

9). Only four, or 10 percent, of the 42 divisions had charged

fees for as many as five or six years.

Collection of Fees

Over one third (36 percent) of the 42 divisions reporting

collect the fee's for their special interest classes by mail pri-

or to the class, almost one third (31 percent) collect at the

door, and about one fourth (26 percent) collect either by mail

or at the door (Table 10). Thus, 93 percent of the 42 divisions

either collect their fees by mail, at the door, or by both meth-

ods.
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Table 9

Number and Percentage Distribution of Divisions

According to Number of Years Fee Has Been

Charged for Special Interest Classed

Number of
years

Divisions

NuMber Percent

One year or less 16 38

Two years 10 24

Three years 6 14

Four years 3 7

Five years 2 5

Six years 2 5

Several years 2 5

Don't know 1 2

Total 42a 100

allo response from 10 of the 52 divisions included in the

study because the respondents apparently did not con-

sider question applied; however, one of these 10 charged

fees.

Table 10

Number and Percentage Distribution of Divisions

According to How Collection of Fees for

Special Interest Classes Is Handled

Haw fees are

collected

Divisions

Number Percent

At door 13 31

By mail prior to class 15
a

At door ind by mail 11
b

26

Beginning and end of class

or during class 2 5

Otherc 1 2

Total 42
d

100

AMINI11111IINII

a
One also collects during series.

b
One specified "by mail preferred."

cNo explanation given regarding this.

dNo response from 10 of the 52 divisions included in the

study because the respondents apparently did not consider

question applied; however, one of the 10 charged fees.
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Length of Special Interest Clasees for Which Fees Have Been

Charged

The length of special interest classes for which fees have

been charged has varied widely, from one hour to a whole day

(Table 11). Two-hour classes were the ones most frequently re-

ported. As high as 40 percent of the divisions reported classes

ranging from three hours to a full day.

Table 11

Number and Percentage Distribution of Divisions

According.tó Length of Special Interest Classeb Per Session

Length of special
interest classes

Divisions
Number Percent

1 - 1.5 hours 1 2

1.5 - 2 hours 1 2

2 hours 9 22

2 - 3 or 3.5 hours 4 10

2 - 4 hours 4 10

2 - 5 hours 1 2

3 hours 2 5

3 - 4 hours 5 12

4 hours 3 7

4 - 5 hours 1 2

5 hours 2 5

1 - 6 hours 1 2

2 - 6 hours 2 5

.5 - 1 day 1 2

Depends or varies 4 10

Total 41 98c

.1
aThe overlapping of the limits of what appear to.be.class

limits is due to the manner in which the length of'classes

was reported. Actually the designations of length of clas-

ses were frequently the ranges of time for which different

classes had been conducted.

No response obtained from 10 of the 52 divisions involved

in the study because the respondents apparently did not con-

sider question applied. However, one of the 10 charged fees.

An additional division appeared to have overlooked the ques-

tion.

c
Does not add to 100 because of rounding.
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Attendance of Pre-registrants at Special Interest Classes Since
Fees Have Been Charged

Almost half (49 percent).of the divisions (39) reported

that attendance of pre-registrants was higher than before fees

were charged and about another one fourth (26 percent) reported

attendance about the same (Table 12). Only two divisions re-

ported attendance lower than before, and one fifth, 20 percent,

did not know or stated it was too soon to know.

Table 12

Number and Percentage DistributiOn of Divisions

According to Attendance of Pre-registrants
Since Fees Charged

Attendance
of pre-registrants

since fees charged
Divisions

Number Percent

Higher than before 19 49
Lower than before 2 5
About the same 10 26
Too soon to tell 4 10
Don't know 4 10

Total 39
a

100

allo response from 10 of the 52 divisions involved in the
study because the respondents apparently did not consider
question applied; however, one of the 10 charged fees.
Another three gave no information on this question.

Agents' Opinions Regarding Value of Fees for Attendance at
Special Interest Classes

Only 30 agents expressed an opinion as to the value of fees

for attendance at special interest classes.
1

Twenty-two, or 73

1For 10 divisions the respondents apparently did not consider
the question applicable, and no information was obtained from
the agents in 12 other divisions.
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percent, of the 30 thought it ,d a positive value for atten-

dance, seven did not think it had any value for attendance and

one did not know.

A ents' 0 inions Re ardin Influence of Fees on Attendance a
a Series of Lessons

1 %,
Of the 36 agents reporting, 25, or 69'percent4Ithought

that fees had influenced continued attendance for serial les-

sons; 6, or 17 percent, indicated no influence; and 5, or 14

percent, did not know or considered it too soon to tell.

Agents' Opinions Regarding_Effect of Fees on Ima&e of Extension
Classes

About one half (51 percent) of the 39 responding agents

thought charging fees had improved the image of extension clas-

ses (Table 13). Only 8, or 21 percent, thought the fees had

not improved the image of extension classes. Another 11, or 28

percent, did not know or had mixed feelings.

Complaints of MeMbers About Fees for Special Interest Classes

Of the 40 divisions reporting 36, or 90 percent, indicated

no complaint from members about fees for special interest classes.

Two divisions answered both &sand no to the question about mem-

bers' complaints and two answered yes.
2

1Two divisions had had no series, four gave no information on
this question, and 10 did not answer the question, apparently
because it was not considered applicable.

2
Two divisions did not charge members any fees, and for 10 divi -

plicable and hence gave no answer.
sions the respondents evidently considered the question not ap -
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Table 13

Number and Percentage Distribution of Divisions

According to Whether Agent Feels Charging Fees Has Improved

Tho Image of Extension Classes

Charging fees has

improved the
ima e of extension classes

Divisions
Number Percent

Yes 20 51

No 8 21

Too soon to tell 5 13

Don't know or mixed feelings 6 15

11.+11.=11m,

Total
39a

100

allo response obtained from 10 of the 52 divisions involved in

study because the respoddents apparently did not consider

question applied; however, one of the 10 charged fees. An

additional three gave no information on this question.
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